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Krabater achievement eu4

% of all players total achievements: 310 must be registered in to compare your statistics 30.0% to death does us apart from securing a royal marriage with another country. 28.8% victors! Win the war. 28.5% this is a large army building your army to the maximum military power in your country. 28.4% that's mine! Conquer the province. 25.2% brothers in arms
win war as a secondary participant. 24.8% seriously?! 10,000 men were killed in one battle. 24.3% this is a grand navy building your navy to a force in your maximum country. 22.1% for the glory of Diplo- supplement a vassal. 20.7% cold war win a war without a single battle. 19.1% true Catholic domination three cardinals. 17.7% princess in this castle as a
country does not start with a female heir, be a female heir while having a castle in your capital (more advanced fortress buildings do not count). 17.7% is all about money piling up 3000 gold. 17.1% defender of the faith becomes defender of the faith. 16.1% is all about luck winning a battle against a great leader, without a leader. 15.5% respected have 100
prestige, 100 legitimacy and three stability. 14.4% really the divine ruler get the ruler 5/5/5. 13.6% Blockader blockade at least 10 ports one enemy. 13.4% my armies are invincible! Earn at least 7.0 earth spirits. 13.1% common weapons have both admiral and general with a feature. 13.0% double the beginning of love with no unions and get two at the same
time. 12.8% royal authority to install a union during a succession of war. 12.7% gentle persuasion have a general specialist siege winning siege in a county with a fort. 12.2% Queen of Conquest conquered the earth while in Queen Regency. 12.2% full control owns 100 or more provinces without local independence or unrest. 11.5% aggressive extended
owns 200 provinces. 11.2% Azur semé de lis or get all french neos as France. 11.1% down under the presence of a colony in Australia. 11.1% all this is the thein will be mine as a greedy ruler, take all of the nation ducats in a peace agreement. 10.9% this navy can take it all earn at least 7.0 naval morale. 10.6% Isn't this way to India? Discover the Americas
as Castell or Spain. 10.6% of the five colonies have five colonial states. 10.5% This is my faith converting to Protestantism and opening 3 aspects of faith. 10.1% emperors new clothes overthrow Austria and became emperor of the Holy Roman Empire. 9.6% market control is a leader in trading seven different commodities. 9.3% only a little patience played a
campaign from 1444 until 1820. 9.0% city cities own a basic county with at least 60 development. 9.0% each belongs to mother Russia never as a country of Russian culture and the shape of Russia. 8.6% on each continent has one province on each continent. 8.6% Golden Empire Age Golden Age as Empire. 8.6% time thieves successfully steal a map
from another nation. 7.7% class has 3 different properties in your country with at least 70% impact each. 7.6% continued diplomacy using the war threat successfully to get from another country. 7.1% Italian ambition italy form. 7.1% Vasa or Witten? Get a ruler of your dynasty on the throne of Poland or the Commonwealth while it is an optional property. 7.0%
(Aniva Imperi) dismantling the Holy Roman Empire. 6.4% Bright Spark has 50 innovation. 6.4% one night in Paris never as England, own and have a nucleus on Paris (not forming another country unless it is Great Britain). 6.3% in the name of the Father as an Orthodox country, it has 100 patriarchal authority. 6.3% passed the voting line successfully 11
issues in a row in parliament. 6.1% Magellan flight make the first circumference. 6.1% AAA credit as a superpower, take on more than 1,000 ducates of other country's debt. 5.9% is not very sad state... As Portugal, it has a colony in Brazil and Africa. 5.9% multiculturalism has 4 different cultures and 4 different religions represented in your court. 5.7%
discover the world discovered all counties other than the wastelands. 5.7% early Reich form Germany. 5.7% bleeding them dry they have 10 different war reparations that pay you at the same time. 5.6% of all your trade is belonging to us to have the highest business power in Genoa, Venice and the English Channel while having an income of at least 300
ducats per month. 5.6% absolute gain 100 authoritarian. 5.5% do not pirates in my own Caribbean or have their own theme for the entire Caribbean. 5.4% Grand Duchy starting as duchy, has 1000 development without upgrading your government. 5.3% A Fine Goosestep Form prussia has at least 125% discipline. 5.3% modern early war received 100
regiments in 100% Army Drill. 5.3% pile of gold owns 10 provinces that produce gold. 5.2% Viva La Revoluccion! I ask the rebels you support in another country to impose their demands. 5.1% demolition of this wall using a barrage of artillery on Berlin. 5.1% Full House you have 3 rum and 2 marches at the same time. 5.0% g maintiendrai form the
Netherlands as a small country starting from Dutch culture. 4.9% live long and 30 countries thrive with prosperity at the same time as you have a 70-year ruler. 4.8% center of attention owning both Protestant and reformed reform center. 4.7% of one family to rule them all have your lineage on 8 Thrones at the same time. Customer cases are not counted.
4.7% of the populists in the government change the government kind through government reforms. 4.7% pen is stronger than the sword three federations at the same time Austria. 4.6% Chrysanthemum Throne Unites Japan as Akimio. 4.5% Caesar is not only in the name of the shape of the Holy Roman Empire. 4.5% four to trade form four trading
companies and get reward traders from all of them. 4.5% Hunter Award pick up enemy major. 4.5% please die die you have a ruler with 1 or less in all three categories who are over the age of 70. 4.4% Dodd, where's my boat? Catch 20 boats with naval creed boarding. 4.2% three frivolous tributaries have three tribal states as tributaries. 4.0% March March
has a march with at least two marsh provinces. 4.0% Emporio As Spain, Mexico, Panama, Havana and Cosco in the colonial nations under you. Only 4.0% rest in my corrupt account officials in a rival country. 3.9% are electable! He became a human rights voter as a country that did not start as an elected. 3.9% Grand Alliance joins a coalition of more than 5
countries. 3.6% Fine Mayn's Financial Holdings owns eight Level 3 malls. 3.6% protected market has 100% Mercantilia. 3.5% freedom or death begins as usa in 1776 bookmark and owns all your intentions while being at peace. 3.3% Basilius as Byzantium, restoring the Roman Empire. 3.2% cowardly tactics have a fort and a supply depot in a mountainous
province that produces livestock. 3.2% colonial administration has 3 colonial rulers that are directly assigned by you at the same time. 3.2% narcissism is the name of a general after yourself and lead your army to victory. 3.2% currency is stronger than Sword Charter from an Indian nation. 3.2% you get a new home, and you get a new home expelling 5
different minorities to your colonies. 3.1% decent reserve has a maximum workforce of at least one million. 3.0% One King Rules! Poland becomes an autocratic monarchy, abolishing the House of Representatives. 3.0% certainly the Sultan of Rum has its own annotators on Rome, Moscow and Istanbul as ottomans or Romans. 3.0% the largest Armmada
receives 500 heavy ships and not loans. 2.9% this revolution was crushed in a war against the goal of the revolution, control of their capital, and have at least 99% war points. 2.9% Hussars Winged Has Hussars Wingas as an active unit with more than +50% cavalry fighting capability. 2.9% traditional player over 90% 90% freely and army tradition. 2.9% the
story of two families starting in Vijayanagar or Bahmanis invading the other's capital and they don't exist. 2.8% spices should flow in the form of a Malay nation. 2.8% BlackJack has at least 21 different themes with 5 cities each and without any topic having 50% or more freedom desire. Commercial companies do not count. 2.8% manchurian candidate begins
as one of the Gorshin tribes and forms Qing. 2.7% pyramid of steppe skulls, demolition of a province with at least 30 development. 2.7% industrial power has 10 ovens built in your nation. 2.6% support my love support 3 different allies at least 50% of their monthly income without running a deficit. 2.6% Mare Nostrum restored the Roman Empire and owns the
entire Mediterranean and Black Sea coastline. 2.6% sunshine has its own annotator on all of Japan as a European country. 2.5% and not only pizza becomes a superpower as Naples. 2.5% fanatic ismafiist owning each institution's origin provinces. 2.5% commercial dominance begins like any European country, invades and has a nucleus in Aden, Hermuz
and Malaka. 2.4% no one wants to die their own Timbuktu as Songhai 2.4% industrial development as Great Britain, each of England owns as the primary provinces and has at least 25 developments in each province there. 2.4% master in India's own and has a nuclear on both India as a European country. 2.3% Poland In Poland space, reach the maximum
level in all techniques (32). 2.3% Arabic Coffee Arabic form and be the most coffee-producing nation in the world. 2.3% my real friend goes to war in support of a rebel faction and wins, and imposes their demands. 2.3% Sweden is undefeated! Own and intend on the entire Baltic coast as Sweden. 2.2% Spain emperor becomes emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire like Spain. 2.2% networks have 100 spy networks in 3 competing countries. 2.2% over a thousand! 1001 districts directly own. 2.2% guarantees the independence of France, the Ottoman Empire and Russia. 2.1% Georgia on my mind totally owns all three Georgia. 1.9% this is silk road special or have its own theme all the provinces in the silk
production world. 1.9% Shahanshah start as Ardebil and form a knight. 1.8% is better than Napoleon as France, vienna, Berlin and Moscow have as key provinces. 1.8% tidal conversion start editing steppe in 1444 and embrace all institutions. 1.8% a joke owned by the provinces of Hahe and Lolland 1.7% relentless push east starting as a Russian nation, by
1600 the east Siberian coast owns 1.7% Dar al-Islam unite Islam under your rule. 1.7% luck of the Irish private and intended on the British Cleese as irish nation. 1.7% blessed nation as a Coptic nation, win every 5 blessings. 1.6% foul-mouthed contemptuously 10 countries that challenge you. 1.6% lion of north beginning as Sweden and leads the Protestant
Protestant League to victory against the emperor. 1.6% even the best of The Heine House earn more than 100 gold from privateering one treasure fleet. 1.6% Sinasabel! Get Orangists in power with 100% of the republican tradition, owning a province in China. 1.5% world's own light or have its own theme of the whole world. 1.5% we bled for this victory in a
war with at least a million dead on both sides. 1.4% the price of iron brings the Danilo region back to Danish rule, making it Danish culture. 1.4% Voltaire Nightmare have at least 100 countries in human rights education. 1.4% Qing of China becomes the Chinese emperor as Qing. 1.3% consulate of the sea as Aragon conquer all Mediterranean trade centers.
1.3% Prester John owned and had nuclei in Alexandria, Antioch and Constantinople as Coptic Ethiopia. 1.3% ko-tuz as Ming, they have a theme from each religious group. 1.3% the King of Jerusalem forms the Kingdom of Jerusalem as Cyprus or the Knights. 1.3% global dominance reaches 100% power as any kind of hegemony. 1.3% Ba Ba Black Lamb
as Qoyunlu village becomes the main producer of wool. 1.3% manufactured in Japan embraced the Japan Factory Foundation by 1655. 1.3% re-established as Granada, the formation of Andalusia and the re-establishment of all the Iberians. 1.3% A Sun God Formation Inca, embrace all institutions and own all of South America as primary provinces. 1.3%
This is Persia! Persia was formed and Egypt, Anatolia and Greece were held as key provinces. 1.3% Big Blue Loop as France, held 100 European major provinces before 1500. 1.2% Hard Bargaining as a Muslim Defender Spread your religion in Moloka through trade to convert 5 provinces. 1.2% Gold Rush repair the golden crowd by 1500. 1.2% guy ideas
starting as a dedicated nation with a full 800 points but no more than 3 total development, has a monthly income of at least 500 ducats. 1.2% navigator as Portugal, get the provinces owned in Africa, India and Indonesia before 1500. 1.2% redecorating starting as an Orthodox nation, devoting the Metropolitan of Rome to 1.2% Kirishitan Japan never as a
Japanese daimio, transforming yourself and all of Japan into Christianity. 1.2% Take it, von Habsburg! As Hungary, Austria has both as the main provinces. 1.2% Gangera Bay Pirates have more than 50% privateering power in the Gujarat trade complex 1.2% Bengal Tiger start as Bengal owns Samarkand as a primary province. 1.2% form The Karpater the
nation of Croatia and station unit of the Cavalry in Stockholm. 1.2% Switzerland Switzerlake owns 99 provinces and Switzerland while it owns any ports. 1.1% Anglophile completed all English and British missions. 1.1% the sun never sets on the Indian Empire forming Hindustan or Bharat and possession or receiving a special topic head, London, Hong Kong
(Canton) and Ottawa (Kishibi). 1.1% of Carthage's children are Tunisians, who own and have nuclei in Sicily, Sardinia, the Balearic Islands, the coast of Algeria and the southern coast of Spain. 1.1% Burgundy conquest as Burgundy, own the region of low-lying countries as the main provinces of France and Austria as your subjects. 1.1% Baltic Crusader as
the Teutonic system or the Levonian arrangement, each of Russia owns as the main provinces and converted them to Catholicism. 1.1% trustworthy you have five allies with 100 confidence towards each of you. 1.1% land of East Jade is a basic conservative possession in Central America as a country of Buddhism. 1.0% white elephant as Ayutthaya, own
both Indochina and Burma as basic provinces. 1.0% of the six countries make up a union of at least six countries such as Iroquois. 1.0% Queen of Mercury as Kelwa, owns and has a ionic in Zanzibar and Bombay (Thana). 1.0% Barbarossa, as a Maghreb nation, has 500 light vessels stripped at the same time. 1.0% transformed the Levant as mamluks, they
have 100 professionals in the army and included the Ottomans. 1.0% Hesse mercenaries as Hesse, have at least 50 regiments of mercenaries and no loans. 1.0% I'll take care of my horse here. Here... As a crowd, it owns more than 200 provinces producing grain. 1.0% Dracula's revenge begins as Wallachia or Moldova, make up Romania and own or have
its own theme all of the Balkans. 1.0% and Umowaweil as Lithuania, become the Commonwealth. 1.0% great Khan starting from Mongolia or the great crowd, own or have its own Chinese, Russian and Persian regions. 1.0% Sweet Harmony 7 religions such as Confucianism. 1.0% for Odin! Starting with the Scandinavian custom state and the British with no
more than 200 points and a maximum of 5 provinces, Core owns and Core Scandinavia and the British Isles and converteverything into a gull. 1.0% Carragdo Delinda Est as an Italian culture nation, make sure that the entire region of Tunisia is in 100 0.9% Rosewi Empire starting from Bota, conquering Mutaba (Zimbabwe and lower Zambezi regions). 0.9%
Turn the table as a colony, free and colonize your former master without forming any other nation. 0.9% Alliance Auld reverse as Scotland, France receives as a a (not constituted Great Britain). 0.9% of the cities of Sipula as Pueblo, own at least seven counties with 10 development each. 0.9% The Kingdom of God begins as a papal state, the Kingdom of
God becomes 0.9% the Holy Trinity as the Papacy, owns Jerusalem and has the Levonian order, the Teutonic order and the knights as marches. 0.9% Abu Bakr II's ambition begins as a complement and has 4 colonial subjects in South America. 0.9% Mehrana Pratap start as a kawar and field army of 20 Rajput regiments. 0.9% back in the form of yuan
control and be the only country that owns land in China 0.9% bohemian as Bohemia, dublin owns as a primary province. 0.9% forever golden complete the Spanish mission tree. 0.9% white company join a war on the other side of someone who you have hired condottieri. 0.9% of the humble assets starting as a dedicated nation with no more than 50 points,
have at least 2000 total development. 0.9% own African energy and cores in all provinces of Africa as Congo. 0.9% have no trace of their own tears and have a sin on the thirteen colonies as cherokee with all institutions embraced. 0.8% on the brink of madness as Aztecs, reach 95 death, then go 20 years without death hitting 100. 0.8% Parispasha
appointed Pasha to Paris. 0.8% Hi-Hero starting from Kerman, make up the Roman Sultanate 0.8% Czech and balances starting bohemia, granting at least two privileges to each estate while having at least 50% crown land. 0.8% of these banners need to saga starting as a Gorshin nation, have 100 regiments of banners that are raised at the same time.
0.8% comes first, first service starting as a dedicated Western technology state in North america or South America with no more than 200 points, unifying the two continents. 0.8% Sikh bon convert to Sikhism and the formation of the Punjab nation. 0.8% Sweet Qaraqorum home as Mongols absorb Mongolian culture. 0.8% Jihad Najd, owns 500 Sunni
provinces. 0.8% Mewar never changes to complete the mwar task tree. 0.8% blood for God heaven! As a Tingre nation, Nahutel as your synchronous faith. 0.8% sunset invasion its own and have its own animators on Lisbon, Madrid, Paris, London, Amsterdam and Rome as the Aztecs. 0.8% neither sacred, nor German have 7 free cities in the empire, none
of which are Germanic culture. 0.7% David Construction as Imereti, Georgia Shape and do not have free building slots. 0.7% the three own mountains or have a theme own the whole world as Ryukyu. 0.7% The Prince of Egypt begins in Florence, the shape of Egypt. 0.7% turtles all the way down as Korea get 135% ship durability. 0.7% lessons from
Hemmingstedt As Dithmarschen, hold the provinces of Sjaelland and the Netherlands while Denmark does not exist 0.7% Albania or Iberia as Albania, own or have its own theme Iberia and the Caucasus. 0.7% Venice Sea Trade share 75% in both Alexandria and Constantinople contract as Venice, owning less than 10 cities. 0.7% CherrypickRecruit 3 stars
general of the theme Daimio. 0.7% Lazarus on behalf of Serbia, the entire Balkans as essential provinces. 0.7% return to Best Masofia or Salcia, the nation of Poland forms. 0.7% revival of fires starting as a custom Zoroastrian state with no more than 200 points and a maximum of 5 provinces, revival of royal fires. 0.7% and Ostenders as Austria has a region
and military management investments in the West Bengal region. 0.7% one debt has all the provinces other than the wastelands in the world are yours. 0.7% Golden Horn as a Somali nation, fully owned the Horn of Africa region and has a monthly income of at least 10 duks. 0.7% stamp with only one king, receives six different consortium. 0.7% Choson is
one k Korea, owns or has a special theme for all the provinces of Shinto, Confucianism and Buddhism in the world. 0.7% rag and fortunes have the highest income in the world while not owning and does not start with a boycott with a development level higher than 10. 0.7% The Good King René beginning as Anovinas, the kingdom of Jerusalem. 0.7% God is
a class that becomes the 5th class defender of faith as a nation that is neither Catholic nor Sunni. 0.7% The Sudanese mission begins in Morocco, invading the Niger and Sahel regions. 0.7% Gothic invasion begins as Theodoro conquer all the germanic culture provinces of Europe. 0.6% Emperor of Hindustan starting in Delhi, restoring the boundaries of their
empire. 0.6% Great Moravia restore the border of Great Moravia as Nitra or Moravia. 0.6% Heritage of Saladin Ayyubid playing as Hessine Kaiva, reforge the Ayyubid Empire. 0.6% the holiest of the Roman Empire is either as papal states or emperor, and the papal states as a voter while HRE is officially Catholic. 0.6% frozen assets start as Novgorod and
control 90% of the trade power in the White Sea trading node while it is the highest value trade node in the world. 0.6% rise of white sheep as Qwononlo, special tabriz and qoyunlu village is non-existent by 1478. 0.6% Kinsler as Tver, Yaroslavl, Ryazan, Belozero, Rostov or Udoyev, eliminate all other Rurikovich states without changing your ruler's dynasty.
0.6% Terra Mariana as Riga, the Baltic region as the main provinces. 0.6% Tatarstan Kazan or Nojay, all land owns the Tatar culture group. 0.6% Sakoku Law go complete isolationism in 6 incidents. 0.6% Academy Of Athens, owns 50 universities. 0.6% hoarder as a fetish nation, has 13 denominations available. 0.6% modern strait as Hormuz, has at least
10 diplomatic reputation 0.6% Lucky Luca as Luca, Lucenau special! 0.6% Comnoi Empire as Trebizond, has ranked the imperial government. 0.6% Buddhists strike again Kuti or Kandi, own all of India and turn it into Theravada Buddhism. 0.6% Rajaof the Rajput Reich conquered all of Germany as nagwar. 0.6% accepted entirely servitor of The Gegunath
beginning as Orissa and possession or receives a special topic all tropical wood provinces. 0.6% Wood own edits or receives subject possession all freely supply provinces as Norway. 0.5% Meissner porcelain as Saxony, own or have its own theme all chinese provinces in the world. 0.5% Yrar Har Pirate Life for me choose to play as a new Providence and
conquer all the Caribbean. 0.5% Østindisk Kompagni Te AsEnmark established a trading company and has at least 10% tea market share. 0.5% The third route begins as an Ibadi nation and eliminates all schools competing in Islam (do not convert to another religion). 0.5% the restoration of Cochet as a Nubian culture nation, the entire Egyptian region as
essential provinces. 0.5% Victory three as Bossoga, Boganda or Caragoi, up to the level of administrative, diplomatic and military technology 32. 0.5% animal kingdom as Manipur, unifying the Bengal region and turning it into nessimi. 0.5% Sailor Moon as Peugeot, has at least 100,000 sailors. 0.5% Great Perm as Perm, own or have its own Russian theme,
Siberia, Scandinavian, Canadian, Hudson Bay and successive regions. 0.5% sleepless in Seattle owned 10 coffee producing provinces, and have your capital in Salish. 0.5% enlightenment pupils starting from Die Fit, have 10 nations following the Mahayanfaith faith by 1500. 0.5% it's all Greek form Greece and own and cores on Zeta, Theta, Lamba, £0.5%
home and away as Wales, Hold Cardiff, Dublin, Edinburgh, Rome, Paris and London. 0.5% break the yoke as Ryazan, saratov's own, Crimean and Kazan while being independent 0.5% of the first Tongo Empire as Taungu, uniting the Burmese culture group by 1500. 0.5% Corfu Power Nation to cancel 5 core in one Corfu peace agreement. 0.4% Choose
thickness as all, develops in Kava while owned by one of your subjects. 0.4% unlikely candidate begins as a zap, timer or grygid, reforming Andalusia. 0.4% Dovmont special starting as Pskov, has 100 Streltsy permanent units 0.4% Pandya Empire starting from Madurai, conquering the pandya territories. 0.4% Basque in glory starting from Navarra, ensuring
that most Iberian is Basque culture before the era of tyranny. 0.4% Where am I? As a new world citizen with an active random new world, explore the entire new world. 0.4% Mayaban University starting from Huastick, Maya Form. 0.4% Candy Cotton as Candy will be the leading cotton producer. 0.4% AEIOU complete the Austrian Mission Tree. 0.4% mass
production starting from Udoyev, one of each plant owns 0.4% and 52% garhold owned and maintains 52 fortresses without going into debt 0.4% protectthe secret as Yemen, preventing any European country from owning a coffee-producing area in the old world until 1700. 0.4% Mary of Lotharingia starting as Burgundy, form Lotharingia and have a female
ruler named Mary. 0.4% with a little help. As Ragusa, lead the trade association of at least five countries and ensure the independence of the Ottomans. 0.4% around the world in 80 years as a dedicated nation up to 400 points in the British region, new York, San Francisco, Suez, Bombay, Calcutta, Hong Kong and Yokohama by 1524. 0.4% me, I have the
bond becoming Christian as sindh. 0.4% Avar Khaganit achieve the rank empire and conquer Hungary as Avaria. 0.4% Empire Man as Man, conquer all the islands in the world. 0.4% Filipino Tiger as Cebu, re-establish the Chula Empire. 0.4% invasion of the sun as Madyas, owned and has a nucleus on Tepeacac, Mexico, Tolucacon and Huastic. 0.4% of
The Fezzan corridors in Fezzan control at least 90% of the commercial power in Tunisia, Katsina, Safi and Timbuktu. 0.4% cigar cobs as Cuba, own or have havana's own theme and be the world's leading product of tobacco. 0.4% Ganges Khan begins as a tribal nation in India and becomes the steppe hero. 0.4% Turkish delight start as candar and have 20
sugar provinces between you and your subjects. 0.4% Ponte Koh Hamburg, trade in both gemstones and livestock. 0.4% tiger from Mysore starting from Mysore, conquering the zones of Decan and Coromandel. 0.4% never say Never never as (Never) own the entire region of France as the main provinces. 0.4% the true heir to Timur, starting with the theme
of Timurd, formed the Mongols and conquered India by 1550. 0.4% right-wing loyalty begins as a union of Arab tribes, uniting Arabs and having maximum tribal loyalty. 0.4% where the heart is Dahomey, forcing all non-sexist countries to leave Niger and the Sahel by 1500. 0.3% Spanish airline starting from Offaly, securing a personal union on an Iberian
nation. 0.3% Why Did Rûm Go!? As Asturias, create an order in the rum. 0.3% of the Vicente strut as Gorkha form Nepal and defeat Prussia with at least 100,000 Prussian casualties in war (both have to be major targets of war). 0.3% eat your vegetables to control all pastures in Asia as turnips before the era of tyranny. 0.3% on Rhodes again starting with
the knights, conquering the pulp of Constantinople, Jerusalem and Antioch. 0.2% stiff upper Lippe as Lippe, own all the British Isles. 0.2% will not be sily starting from Seely, forming another nation. 0.2% Stern de Sodens form Bavaria starting from München and have bremen's own theme Werder. 0.2% Western Spaghetti starting from Bologna, become
Mexico or Texas. 0.2% Napoleon's ambition as revolutionary France, spreading the revolution to 10 countries. 0.1% internal disorder begins as a butcher, owns 20 provinces by 1500, any of which are on the islands. 0.1% everything go out Mulhouse starting with Mulhouse, become an emperor on HRE and completely decentralized empire. Empire.
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